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It is the task of a democratic society to break down the
invidious distinctions reflected in current linguistic usage
between the hero and the masses or the average man. This can
be accomplished in part by reinterpreting the meaning of the
word "hero," and by recognising that "heroes" can be made by
fitting social opportunities more skilfully to specific talents.
What we call "the average man" is not a biological but a social
phenomenon. Human capacities are much more diversified than
our social arrangements take note o£
Where we restrict social opportunities, so that only a few
types of excellence are recognized, in respect to them the great
mass of individuals, despite their differences, will appear as the
dull, grey average. If, however, we extend social opportunities so
that each person's specific talents have a stimulus to develop-
ment and expression, we increase the range of possibility of
distinctively significant work. From this point of view, a hero
is any individual who does his work well and makes a unique
contribution to the public good. It is sheer prejudice to believe
that the grandeur and nobility associated with the heroic life
can be found only in careers that reck little of human blood and
suffering. Daily toil on any level has its own occasions of strug-
gle, victory, and quiet death. A democracy should contrive its
affairs, not to give one or a few the chance to reach heroic
stature, but rather to take as a regulative ideal the slogan,
"every man a hero."
We call this a "regulative ideal" because it would be Utopian
to imagine that it could ever be literally embodied. As a regula-
tive ideal it gives direction to policies that enable society to
make the best of whatever powers are available to men.
What are the powers available to men? They are theoretically
limited but practically indefinite. In the absence of an environ-
ment that encourages their expression, no one can speak with
dogmatism about their nature and specific form. Nor can we be
certain of the precise limit of human power without allowing
for the willed effort that enables the runner to clear a hurdle
that until then had been an insuperable obstacle.
A democracy should encourage the belief that all are called
and all may be chosen. AH may be chosen because a wisely
contrived society will take as a point of departure the rich
possibilities that Nature herself gives through the spontaneous
variations in the powers and capacities of men. These variations
are the source and promise of new. shoots of personality and

